Shuttered Scraps

About 89”x99”

To make the quilt pictured:

This quilt is made up of 2 different 4.5” blocks (before being sewn into the quilt) – 4” as finished blocks

A four patch: and a rail fence block:

Plus a sashing block:
You need:

- 4 yards of various blues
- 4 1/2 yards of off tan
- 2 5/8 yards of white
- 3/4 yard of fabric for the binding

Cut:  Note: I did NOT strip piece these blocks as I was using up scraps which were for the most part in individual units.

Block 1: 4 patch

From various blues:
- 360 2.5” squares

Block 2: Rail fence

From various blues:
- 440 1.5”x4.5 rectangles

For sashing strips:
From white:
- Cut strips of pure white fabric 2”xWOF (to be strip pieced)

From tan:
- Cut strips of pure white fabric 2”xWOF (to be strip pieced)

Now sew those strips together using a ¼” seam and cut off 4.5” lengths to make a piece like this:

Make 360. They should measure 3.5”x4.5” at this point.

For cornerstone blocks:
- From tan:
  Cut 199 3.5” squares
How to make these blocks:

Block 1: 4 patch

Take 4 2.5” squares and sew them together, first by sewing 2 of them together and then another 2 and sewing those together, nesting the seams. It will now be a 4.5” square.

Make 90.

Block 2: Rail fence

Take four of your 1.5”x4.5” strips that you cut and sew them together as shown. Use ¼” seams.

Press all in on direction. They should now be 4.5” square.

Make 110.
How to make this quilt:

1. Using this diagram, lay out your blocks in rows.

   The sashing/cornerstones count as a row – be careful with your placement of the strips so that they form the design. Be sure to put all four corner blocks on before trimming down.

   I will put pictures at the end of the pattern showing my putting it together and trimming at the end.

2. **Press** well.

3. **Sandwich**, using whatever type of batting and backing you prefer.

4. **Quilt** as desired. I did swirls.
5. **Bind**, using whatever method you wish.

   Congratulations! Your quilt is finished!
   Enjoy!
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Here are my pictures of my construction of the top as I put it together.
And the trimming:
I aimed for ¼”-1/2” from the intersection that should be the edge when I am all finished. I will trim again after I quilt it – because I will staystitch the edge first and then do a final trim.